Slot-Waveguide Based All-Optical RF Spectrum Analyzer
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Abstract: All-optical radio-frequency spectrum analyzers (AORFSAs) with ultrabroad bandwidth break the electronic bottleneck and provide an efficient frequency analysis means for ultrafast optical signals in communications, signal generation and processing systems. Here, we propose and experimentally demonstrate an AORFSA built on the cross-phase modulation effect in a 50 cm long CMOS-compatible photonic slot-waveguide. The waveguide has a 100 nm thick thin-film core of fused silica that is sandwiched by two 750 nm thick cladding layers of high-index doped silica, which shows optimized dispersion and comparable nonlinear characteristics. The measured 3 dB bandwidth of the proposed slot-waveguide-based AORFSA has a three-fold increase over the conventional channel waveguide having the same dimension and length. The sensitivity and wavelength- and polarization-dependence properties are investigated, confirming the proposed waveguide as a versatile platform for frequency analysis of ultrafast optical signals, such as Kerr microcombs with hundreds of GHz or even THz mode spacing.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of ultrahigh-speed optical telecommunication and signal processing systems nowadays, there has been great demand for measuring and analyzing ultrafast signals with their spectrum diagnostics, especially in the fields of optical signal impairment monitoring in optical communication systems [1–3], full characterization of ultrafast optical pulse sources [4,5], microwave photonics [6,7], etc. The radio-frequency (RF) spectrum of an optical signal is the power spectrum of its temporal intensity, i.e., the power spectral density of its autocorrelation. The conventional approach to measuring it is first using an ultrafast photodetector to capture the temporal envelope and then resolving the spectrum with an electrical spectrum analyzer. Such a method is invalid in applications with the need to measure optical signals with a frequency beyond 100 GHz due to the inherent limitation of response bandwidth in current optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversion and electronic components [6].

The nonlinear Kerr effect provides a passive method to directly measure the RF spectrum of an optical signal in the optical domain with a remarkably large bandwidth and without any O/E conversion. Built on the ultrafast cross-phase modulation (XPM) effect, the RF spectrum of the signal beam under test is mapped to the optical spectrum of the probe beam, with which the electronic bandwidth limitation beyond 100 GHz can be easily overcome [8–10]. The first all-optical RF spectrum analyzer (AORFSA) was demonstrated...
by C. Dorrer and D. N. Maywar using highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), which achieved a bandwidth of analysis up to 800 GHz [11]. To reduce the footprint, instead of using bulky optical fibers, various passive nonlinear photonic-integration waveguide platforms of different materials have been introduced for the AORFSAs, such as silicon [12–14], chalcogenide [3,8,15], high-index doped silica [16,17] and silicon nitride [18]. For the high-index doped silica glass waveguide AORFSA, the first demonstration was in 2014 on a ~4 cm long waveguide exhibited a bandwidth of 2.5 THz [16]. The AORFSA bandwidth was further improved to 5 THz on a 50 cm long waveguide that had its dimension adjusted for dispersion engineering [17]. Besides changing the waveguide dimension, it is also possible to engineer the waveguide dispersion by embedding a slot in the middle of the waveguide [19,20]. The effectiveness of the slot structure in engineering the dispersion profile of silicon-rich waveguides has been demonstrated in previous studies [21–23]. When a slot is added, it transforms the traditional channel waveguide into a coupled structure that supports both symmetric and asymmetric supermodes [24,25]. The symmetric mode, which is present in both polarizations, exhibits a concave dispersion profile, making it useful for flattening the convex shape of the dispersion profile of the channel waveguide. Notably, the TM mode with the optical field perpendicular to the slot interfaces has a more pronounced dispersion-flattening effect due to the enhanced intensity at the slot interfaces. In this work, we would like to investigate the effectiveness of using the slot-waveguide in the AORFSA application by comparing the AORFSA performances between the slot-waveguide and the regular channel waveguide.

The slot-waveguide considered in this work consists of a high-index doped silica glass core with a thin SiO$_2$ slot layer embedded in the center. The waveguide dispersion is optimized with the zero-dispersion location lying within the C and L bands to ease the group velocity “walk-off” and to increase the AORFSA working bandwidth. Note that the proposed method can also be applied to other wavelength bands, since the inherent principle behind AORFSA is wavelength-independent. We chose the C and L bands in this work because these telecom sources are widely available and are well developed for ultrafast optics. In applications such as mode-locked lasers and femtosecond fiber lasers, it is important to characterize these ultrafast signals in the RF domain. However, the RF bandwidths of these signals can often go beyond 100 GHz, and we have to adopt other schemes such as the AORFSA instead of using the traditional electronic spectrum analyzer with limited bandwidth. The addition of the slot only impacted the $\chi^{(3)}$ nonlinearity and propagation loss slightly, which were comparable to those of the high-index doped silica channel waveguides, where the nonlinear loss from the two-photon absorption (TPA) effect is also negligible in the telecom bands [16,26]. The waveguide is fully CMOS-compatible, which makes it possible for on-chip dense manufacturing and integration with other optical components. The measured 3 dB bandwidth of the proposed slot-waveguide-based AORFSA has a three-fold increase over the conventional channel waveguide. The performance of the AORFSA, such as its sensitivity and wavelength- and polarization-dependence properties, is investigated and compared with that of the channel waveguide in the following sections.

2. Methods

The RF spectrum $S_S(\omega)$ of the optical signal under test (SUT) is the power spectrum of the intensity $I(t)$ of the temporal waveform, and its optical spectrum $O_S(\omega)$ is the power spectrum of the electric field $E(t)$ [11], as given by

$$S_S(\omega) = \left| \int I(t) \exp(i \omega t) dt \right|^2. \quad (1)$$

$$O_S(\omega) = \left| \int E(t) \exp(i \omega t) dt \right|^2. \quad (2)$$
The principal diagram of the AORFSA is shown in Figure 1. The optical signal under test and a monochromatic CW probe light beam are coupled and co-propagate through a nonlinear medium, e.g., HNLF or a nonlinear waveguide. Due to the XPM effect, the phase of the CW probe beam is modulated by the varied intensity of the SUT. Assuming the electric field of the input CW probe light is \( E_p(t) = E_0 \exp(-i\omega_P t) \), the electric field output from the nonlinear medium is given by

\[
E'_p(t) = E_0 \exp(-i\omega_P t) \exp[mI(t)],
\]

where \( \omega_P \) is the probe frequency, \( I(t) \) is the temporal intensity of the SUT and \( m \) is a complex index that equals \( (i \cdot 4\pi n_2 / \lambda_S \cdot A_{\text{eff}} - \beta_T / 2A_{\text{eff}}) \cdot L \) with \( n_2 \) being the nonlinear refractive index, \( \lambda_S \) the averaged wavelength of the SUT and \( \beta_T \) the TPA parameter. In our scenario, the TPA term equals zero since the proposed slot-waveguide does not suffer the TPA effect. \( A_{\text{eff}} \) represents the effective mode area of the waveguide. Since the modulation from XPM is a small term, the output electric field can be written using Taylor expansion as follows:

\[
E'_p(t) = E_0 \exp(-i\omega_P t) \cdot [1 + mI(t)].
\]

After the Fourier transform, the optical spectrum of the modulated probe light is given by

\[
O'_p(\omega) = \left| \int E'_p(t) \exp(i\omega t) dt \right|^2 = \left| E_0 \int [1 + mI(t)] \exp(i(\omega - \omega_P) t) dt \right|^2.
\]

We note that the optical spectrum of the output probe light consists of two parts. The first term is a Dirac delta function centered at \( \omega_P \) that indicates the original spectrum of the input CW probe beam, while the second term is proportional to the RF spectrum of the SUT around \( \omega_P \) with a factor of \( E_0^2 \cdot m \cdot \lambda_S^2 \). Thus, the RF spectrum of the SUT can be obtained as

\[
O'_p(\omega) \propto \left( E_0 \cdot n_2 \cdot L / \left( \lambda_S \cdot A_{\text{eff}} \right) \right)^2 \cdot \lambda_S(\omega - \omega_P)^2 \propto \left( E_0 \cdot \gamma \right)^2 \lambda_S(\omega - \omega_P)^2,
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the nonlinear coefficient of the waveguide that equals \( 2\pi n_2 / (\lambda_S \cdot A_{\text{eff}}) \). This means the RF spectrum of the SUT can be obtained by directly measuring the optical spectrum of the output probe light centered at \( \omega_P \) with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA),
as shown in Figure 1. We note that the residual spectrum of the CW beam centered at \( \omega_p \)
should be filtered out during the AORFSA process. The RF spectrum of the SUT is mapped
to the optical spectrum of the probe beam in both upper and lower bands.

3. Experiment

The proposed slot-waveguide for the AORFSA application was fabricated using a
CMOS-compatible high-index glass waveguide fabrication process [27]. The scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section of the core of the fabricated slot-
waveguide is shown in Figure 2a, which has a thin 100 nm slot layer composed of PECVD
oxide with \( n = 1.445 \) that is sandwiched by two 750 nm thick high-index doped silica
layers with \( n = 1.70 \). The width of the waveguide is ~4 \( \mu \)m, with a slight sidewall angle of
~4 degrees. Figure 2b shows the photo from the top of the 50 cm long spiral waveguide,
which is integrated into a chip of 1 cm \( \times 1 \) cm, which can greatly decrease the footprint
of the whole chip. The waveguide was attached to the fiber pigtailed through the on-chip
edge coupler, with the coupling loss between the optical fiber and the waveguide being
~1 dB/facet. Figure 2c–f show the simulated profiles of the electric field distribution of
both the TE and TM modes. It can be seen from Figure 2e,f that for the TM mode, the
electric field is squeezed into the slot region due to the large electric field discontinuity at
the interface with high-index contrast [28,29].
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**Figure 2.** (a) SEM image of the cross-section of the fabricated slot-waveguide. (b) Overall image of the fabricated 50 cm long spiral slot-waveguide. (c,d) The simulated electric field profile and its corresponding amplitude along the X direction at \( y = 0 \) for the TE mode. (e,f) The simulated electric field profile and its corresponding amplitude along the Y direction at \( x = 0 \) for the TM mode.

Figure 3 shows the simulated dispersion characteristics of both the conventional
channel waveguide and the proposed slot-waveguide with the same dimension. The
zero-dispersion wavelengths for the TM and TE modes of the slot-waveguide are 1580 nm
and 1600 nm, respectively. Compared with the relatively large dispersion of the channel
waveguide, the dispersion of the slot-waveguide is within 30 ps/(nm-km) for the TE mode
and within 20 ps/(nm-km) for the TM mode in the whole C and L bands. This indicates
that the geometry of the slot-waveguide is well designed to tailor the dispersion. With less accumulated dispersion in the operating band, the group velocity "walk-off" issue can be mitigated, which permits a larger measuring bandwidth. The propagation loss of the 50 cm long spiral slot-waveguide is measured by the cutback method. For the TE polarization, the propagation loss is below 0.10 dB/cm between 1550 nm and 1610 nm, and the amount for the TM polarization is below 0.11 dB/cm. As shown in Table 1, the propagation loss only increases slightly for the slot structure. The nonlinearity $\gamma$ is measured by the four-wave-mixing (FWM) method [30], the values of which for both the slot and channel waveguides are included in Table 1. The same order of magnitude of nonlinearity can be observed with the two waveguides for both the TE and TM modes. Although the nonlinear refractive index $n_2$ of silica is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the high-index doped silica, the effective area $A_{eff}$ of the slot-waveguide is reduced by squeezing the electric field into the silica slot core. Thus, the large nonlinearity is almost preserved compared with the channel structure. In general, by inserting a slot core layer, we optimize the dispersion of the waveguide without sacrificing its loss and nonlinearity. This means that, in the application of AORFSA, the proposed slot-waveguide can achieve a larger measuring bandwidth with the same sensitivity level, or we can use a longer nonlinear waveguide to increase its sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given measurement bandwidth.

Figure 3. The calculated dispersion of the fabricated standard channel waveguide and the slot-waveguide for both TE and TM modes. Inset: the dispersion characteristic in the C and L bands.

Table 1. Measured and simulated characteristics of the slot-waveguide and the conventional channel waveguide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waveguide/Mode</th>
<th>Dispersion @1555 nm (ps/nm/km)</th>
<th>Dispersion Slope @1550 nm (ps/nm²/km)</th>
<th>Propagation Loss @1550 nm (dB/cm)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (W/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With slot/TM</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With slot/TE</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No slot/TM</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No slot/TE</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Bandwidth

As one of the key parameters, the measurement bandwidth of the AORFSA is determined by both the response time of nonlinear interaction and the phase matching effect, i.e., the group velocity “walk-off” issue [11]. Since the response time of the Kerr effect is as fast as the femtosecond level, the bandwidth of the AORFSA is mostly affected by the group velocity mismatch, which degrades the efficiency of the XPM process. Considering the group velocity mismatch effect [11], the RF spectrum of the SUT is given by

$$O_p'(\omega) \propto (E_0 L \gamma)^2 \cdot S_2(\omega - \omega_p) \cdot \sin c^2 \left( \frac{L}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{v_S} - \frac{1}{v_p} \right) \cdot (\omega - \omega_p) \right),$$

(7)
where $v_S$ and $v_P$ are the group velocities of the SUT and the monochromatic CW probe beam, respectively. The bandwidth of the AORFSA can then be estimated as

$$\Delta f_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{L \left| 2D\Delta\lambda + \frac{\partial D}{\partial \lambda} \cdot \Delta\lambda^2 \right|} \quad (8)$$

where $D$ is the dispersion parameter, $\partial D/\partial \lambda$ is the dispersion slope around the SUT wavelength $\lambda_S$ and $\Delta\lambda$ is the wavelength detuning between the SUT and the CW probe beam [16]. It should be mentioned that self-phase modulation (SPM) may distort the spectrum measurement at higher power levels. But in our case, the lower dispersion feature of the slot-waveguide can prevent this signal distortion, allowing for a larger input power to make the AORFSA have a larger dynamic range in the measurement. The influence of the probe beam itself on the measurement results can be negligible. Firstly, it is easy to find an optical source with stable power output as the probe beam. Secondly, the bandwidth or linewidth of the probe beam is always much smaller than the SUT’s bandwidth (normally over 100 GHz). So, normally, we do not need to consider the influence of the probe beam itself.

The bandwidth measurement of the AORFSA is normally performed by monitoring the RF spectrum of an optical signal of two wavelengths (i.e., with a single-frequency response) [11]. To measure the frequency response of the AORFSA, two tunable laser sources (TLS1 and TLS2) whose wavelengths are adjusted between 1550 nm and 1565 nm with the frequency spacing changing from 0 to 1.88 THz are used as the SUT. TLS3, with a wavelength fixed at 1580 nm, acts as the CW probe beam. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are used to compensate for the link loss, followed by optical bandpass filters for removing the amplified stimulated emission (ASE) noise. The output optical signals from the slot-waveguide are analyzed with an OSA (Yokogawa, AQ6370D).

Figure 4a shows the output optical spectrum when $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are located at 1550 nm, 1558 nm and 1580 nm, respectively. Two XPM signals are generated around the probe beam $\lambda_3$ with a spacing of 8 nm that is equal to the wavelength spacing between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. Different FWM signals are also found in Figure 4a. We notice that the FWM signals between the probe and SUT cannot fall into the band for the measurement [11]. The spectral overlap between the FWM signals and the probe is detrimental to the bandwidth. Both FWM$_{S-P}$ and FWM$_{S-S}$ can distort the measured RF spectrum if they go into the upper or lower band of the probe, as shown in Figure 4a. In most cases, FWM$_{S-S}$ is larger than FWM$_{S-P}$ since we can put the wavelength of the probe far away from the SUT to decrease FWM$_{S-P}$. In this way, we can also prevent FWM$_{S-S}$ from falling into the measuring band of the probe. In our scenario, if the upper band shown in Figure 4a is used for measuring the RF spectrum, the sweep wavelength $\lambda_2$ cannot be made larger than $(\lambda_1 + \lambda_3)/2$ to ensure that the FWM between $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ is out of the upper measuring band. As a result, Figure 4b shows the normalized optical power of the right-hand side XPM sideband as a function of the frequency spacing detuning between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. A second-order polynomial function is used for curve fitting. The 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA is measured to be 1.69 THz for the TM mode of the proposed slot and only 0.41 THz for the TE mode of the conventional channel waveguide with the same length of 50 cm. In the experiment, we chose the TM mode for the slot-waveguide and the TE mode for the channel waveguide since they have a larger bandwidth than their counter-polarization modes. The proposed slot-waveguide shows an over-three-fold enhancement in its 3 dB measurement bandwidth, which mainly benefits the reduced dispersion parameter for easing the group velocity “walk-off” issue over the operation band. According to (8), using all the parameters in the experiment, the calculated ideal 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA for the TM mode of the slot-waveguide is estimated to be 8.75 THz. This value is much larger than the actually measured bandwidth of 1.69 THz since experimental disturbances such as unwanted FWMs and residual ASE noise exist [16]. This may also imply that the real bandwidth of the AORFSA harnessing
the proposed slot-waveguide can be potentially larger than the measured value of 1.69 THz, which makes it suitable for terahertz measurement applications.
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**Figure 5.** (a) The XPM sideband power as a function of the averaged input SUT power with the testing frequency fixed at 625 GHz. (b) The corresponding optical spectrum when the generated XPM sideband is about 3 dB higher than the noise level of the OSA.

4.2. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the AORFSA refers to the lowest input power of the SUT that can be detected. It can be defined as the input SUT power that makes the generated XPM signal 3 dB higher than the noise level of the OSA. Besides the noise level of the OSA, the AORFSA sensitivity is also determined by the input power of the probe beam, the propagation length and the nonlinearity coefficient $\gamma$ of the used waveguide. Considering the linear loss coefficient $\alpha$, the propagation length is modified with an effective propagation length $L_{\text{eff}} = [1 - \exp(-\alpha L)]/\alpha$. To measure the sensitivity, $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are fixed at 1550 nm, 1555 nm and 1580 nm, respectively. Focusing on the measuring signal with a frequency of 625 GHz (i.e., 5 nm between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$), we fix the probe power to 7 dBm and vary the SUT input power to the waveguide from 2 dBm to 14 dBm, then measure the corresponding power of the generated XPM signal. The result of the output XPM power as a function of the input SUT power is shown in Figure 5a. Good linear fitting is observed, which shows that its dynamic range is larger than 25 dB. Due to the limited input power of the lasers in our experiments, the actual dynamic range may be even larger. The sensitivity in this scenario is observed to be 3 dBm, and the corresponding optical spectrum is shown in Figure 5b. This sensitivity measurement is also affected by the wavelength spacing between the probe and SUT and/or the focused measuring frequency. By decreasing this wavelength spacing and/or measuring frequency, the group velocity “walk-off” effect can be mitigated, which may increase the SNR of the XPM process and the sensitivity of the AORFSA.

Figure 4. (a) The optical spectrum of the AORFSA bandwidth measurement. (b) Normalized XPM power as a function of the frequency spacing of the two wavelengths of the SUT.

The proposed slot-waveguide is designed with smaller dispersion and a comparable nonlinearity coefficient compared with the standard structure, which indicates that we could use a longer waveguide to enlarge the accumulated nonlinearity for increasing the...
SNR and sensitivity if we focus on the same measuring bandwidth. For example, supposing we need to obtain the same bandwidth with the TM mode, given the same parameters as in the experiment above, i.e., $\lambda_1 = 1550$ nm, $\lambda_2 = 1555$ nm and $\lambda_3 = 1580$ nm for both the slot and channel waveguides, the length we could use for the slot-waveguide is 8.44 times as long as that for the channel waveguide, according to (8). Thus, with the same input power of the probe and SUT, the output power of the generated XPM signal could be 19 dB higher for the AORFSA with the slot-waveguide. Given the same noise level as the OSA, the AORFSA’s sensitivity can be increased by at least 10 dB with the longer slot-waveguide.

### 4.3. Wavelength-Dependence

The dispersion of the proposed slot-waveguide is carefully engineered so that the AORFSA based on it can work over the whole C and L bands. However, the dispersion parameter varies slowly with the operation wavelength, which will affect the 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA due to the different degree of group velocity mismatch. To measure this property, we repeat the bandwidth measurement experiment as discussed above, changing the probe wavelength $\lambda_3$ to 1580 nm, 1575 nm and 1565 nm, respectively. For each group of measurements, the measuring frequency of the SUT (i.e., the frequency spacing between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$) is detuned from 0 to 1.9 THz, and the wavelength spacing between the probe and the SUT remains the same at about 20 nm. Figure 6a shows the results of the three groups of bandwidth measurement experiments. The 3 dB bandwidth is measured to be 1.69 THz, 1.02 THz and 0.72 THz when the probe beam is fixed at 1580 nm, 1575 nm and 1565 nm, respectively. We can observe that, as the operation wavelength decreases, the 3 dB bandwidth also decreases due to the increased dispersion at a shorter wavelength. The simulated bandwidth of the AORFSA as a function of probe wavelength is shown in Figure 6c. The relationship between the dispersion variation and the corresponding 3 dB bandwidth fits well with the trend of (8), though the measuring bandwidth is actually smaller than its calculated value. Accordingly, the 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA based on our 50 cm long slot-waveguide could be larger if we moved the wavelength of the SUT to around 1580 nm, but we cannot really measure it due to equipment limitations. Nevertheless, the probe signal $\lambda_3$ was fixed at 1580 nm in other sections of this paper, far away from the SUT signals, to avoid the detrimental spectral overlap between the FWM signals and the necessary measurement band of the probe [8,11].

![Figure 6. Normalized XPM power as a function of the frequency spacing of the two wavelengths of the SUT for (a) different probe and SUT wavelength locations, and (b) both the TM and TE modes of the slot-waveguide. (c) The simulated bandwidth of the AORFSA as a function of probe wavelength.](image)

#### 4.4. Polarization-Dependence

In some applications, we can utilize the two orthogonal polarizations as the two channels in the AORFSA [13]. Here, we investigate the polarization property of the AORFSA based on the proposed slot-waveguide. With the same experimental setup and parameters, the bandwidth of the AORFSA for the TE mode of the slot-waveguide is also measured. Figure 6b shows the bandwidth measurement results of both the TE and TM modes. Compared with the TM mode, the 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA with the TE mode is reduced to 0.8 THz due to the increased dispersion. If the same bandwidth of the
two modes is required, the operating wavelengths of both the probe beam and the SUT should be carefully chosen, which, however, is not necessary in most cases.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the performances of the AORFSA built on CMOS-compatible optical waveguides with and without the slot are investigated and compared. Besides its low linear and negligible nonlinear losses, the high-index doped silica glass slot-waveguide has a smaller dispersion parameter and slightly larger nonlinearity in the C and L bands for the AORFSA applications. Compared with the conventional channel waveguide with an equal length of 50 cm, the measured 3 dB bandwidth of the AORFSA of the slot-waveguide at 1.69 THz is approximately three times that of a waveguide with the same geometry but with the slot removed. We also investigated the sensitivity between these waveguides and found that the SNR and sensitivity could increase by 19 dB and 10 dB, respectively, with a longer slot-waveguide. We believe that our proposed CMOS-compatible slot-waveguide further optimizes the properties of the AORFSA and can find extensive applications in signal spectrum analysis with terahertz bandwidth.
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